Document is generated by requirement analysts and then translated to formal specifications by specifiers. If a formal specification can be generated automatically from Natural Language Requirements Document, system development cost and system fault from experts' misunderstanding will be decreased. Also, if we would like to get the higher accuracy in analysis of Requirements Document automatically, antecedent decision of pronoun is very important for elicitation of formal requirements (i.e. component, action, statement and parameters etc.) automatically from Natural Language Requirements Document via Natural Language Processing. Pronoun can be classified in personal and demonstrative pronoun. In the Requirements Document, the personal pronoun is almost not occurred so we focused on antecedent decision for a demonstrative pronoun. The final goal of this research is to generate automatically formal specifications from natural language requirements document using natural language processing to develop systems. For this, This paper, based on previous research [I], proposes the Anaphora Resolution System to decide antecedent of pronoun using Natural Language Processing from Natural Language Requiremen ts Document in Korean.
INTRODUCTION
In the Natural Language documents, the pronoun is frequently used to make out an economical document instead of word repetition. Therefore, resolution of substitution phenomenon is required essentially in Natural Language Processing system such as machine translation, question and answering, document classification and summary, information retrieval, etc. Pronoun is occasionally used for economical document in Natural Language Requirements document which is made out when a system is developed.
The purpose of this paper is implementation of a system which demonstrative pronoun with anaphora to generate a formal specification from Korean Natural Language Requirements document. To achieve this purpose, we modified and described additional rules based on [Park] .
Anaphora can be decided in morphological analysis or parsing step. But this paper suggest a anaphora resolution system which decide antecedent in postprocessing. This method can reduce overhead of analyzing step and can insert or modifY rule flexibly.
The rest of paper is organized as follows; Section 2 summarizes the related research work. In section 3, we present the architecture of our Anaphora Resolution system. Section 4 presents our experimental design and result analysis. Section 5 summarizes the themes and identifies some future research directions.
II.
RELATED WORKS
There have been many studies on resolution of substitution phenomenon in Natural Language; Chinese, English, Spanish and Korean. But many studies are focused on personal pronoun [4] [8] [9] . [Kim] proposed Named Entity anaphora resolution system based on heuristic rules and Centering theory using the clue-word. [Kang] restricted resolution scope within the third personal pronoun limits, and proposed 7 heuristic rules according to the pronoun case.
[Antonio] detects a zero-pronoun position and then inserts a pronoun into this place and decided anaphora via pronoun case and sentence scope. However, there is no clue-word in demonstrative pronoun. Also, Also, There are large two characteristics in Korean pronoun. The first, a case of pronoun is presented by postpositional word(Josa). The second, the word order is so free comparatively. Therefore, it needs to be described antecedent decision rules reflected the Korean characteristics.
In this paper, we described 9 heuristic rules according to the case of demonstrative pronoun, and suggest anaphora resolution system for Natural Language Requirements document in Korean using this rules and characteristics of Korean.
III. ANAPHORARESOLUTION SYSTEM In this section, we present the architecture of our Anaphora Resolution system, defme the scope of pronoun to deal with, requisites for antecedent and the antecedent decision rules, and describe each rule by parsing result of some briefrequirement example sentences. [SSS]
8.[ SS]
8. [Rule A] If demonstrative pronoun occurs in a head of the first sentence as subject, root of a complement is selected as cataphor.
[Rule.3] If current demonstrative pronoun is demonstrative pre-noun, following word is selected as cataphor.
Scope ofpronoun To achieve our purpose, we defined the scope ofpronoun;
• We just deal with the demonstrative pronoun but for the personal pronoun.
•
We did not consider that a sentence needs to analyze its semantic and context. For example, "The system asked a user to do something although he was hungry." , "The system saved his owner when he was in Wuxi."
• It is excepted from our research scope that antecedent occurs across several sentences. For example, given a sentence, "Cooking the chicken takes 15 minutes in an oven. Frying takes 10 minutes in a range. These are continuous jobs." In here, pronoun "These" means "Cooking" and "Frying".
In our anaphora resolution system, we can reduce overhead of morphology analyzing and parsing step(developed by our NLP Lab.) and can insert or modifY rule flexibly. Because of antecedents are decided in postprocessing step.
C. Requisitesfor Antecedent
This paper deals with antecedent such as follows;
• Previous sentence from current sentence.
• Subjective and Objective case. o When one of above constituents IS qualified by apposition, antecedent IS expanded into appositive words.
• Noun which is in concord with pronoun.
o Plural pronoun selects all 0 f the paratactic words as antecedent.
D. Antecedent Decision Rules for Anaphora Resolution
We defined 9 heuristic rules for Anaphora Resolution.
[Rule.6] If demonstrative pronoun is a subjective case, anaphor is selected by each condition.
<Conditionl> If there is an object in current sentence, a subject in previous sentence is selected as anaphor. [Rule.9] In case demonstrative pronoun is a modifIer case in current sentence, If there is object in previous, this object is selected as anaphor and there is not object but subject, this subject is selected as anaphor. At this point, if there are more than two objects, the last object is selected, and more than two subject, the fIrst subject is selected anaphor. .,ATM~11 8.
[ SS]
• ATM~/English
.:g:" <Condition2> If there is an object in current sentence, and there are more than two subjects in previous sentence, the fIrst subject in previous sentence is selected as anaphor. <Condition3> If there is no object in current sentence and there is an object in previous sentence, object in previous sentence is selected anaphor. <Condition4> If there is no object in current and previous sentence, subject is selected as anaphor in previous sentence.
(If there are more than two subjects in previous sentence, the last subject is selected as anaphor.)
IOI~~~~I~H .:J:::!~~~l.!"~~Xil~5~:: ::
If demonstrative pronOlm is objective case m current sentence, anaphor is selected according to each condition. If anaphor candidates are more than two, the last candidate is selected after consideration of Requisites for anaphora. <Conditionl> In case there is object in previous sentence, object in previous sentence is selected anaphor. <Conditionl> In case there is no object in previous sentence, subject in previous sentence is selected anaphor.
[Rule.8] If demonstrative pronOlm is adverbial case in current sentence, object in previous sentence is selected as anaphor after consideration of Requisites for anaphora. Number ofpronouns ill Table I mcludes zero-pronoun.
Also, when a sentence is simple and pronoun is used as almost same part of sentence in each sentence, Precision is shown as very high.
V.
CONCLUSION
In order to elicit formal requirements from Natural Language requirements document automatically, anaphora decision ofpronoun is very important. This paper restricted scope of pronoun to demonstrative pronoun with characteristics of requirement documents, and defmed 9 heuristic anaphora resolution rules with requisites for anaphora. And we implemented anaphora resolution system via 9 heuristic rules.
As a future research, the previous sentence scope of anaphora is expanded to more than 5, precision may be higher, but the condition of anaphora candidates should be expanded too. Also, common nouns(i.e. system, program, ... ) which is indicated by pre-noun should be replaced into appropriate anaphora, because above common nouns have no special meaning. In this paper, we used five brief require documents which got from [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] to describe heuristic rules for anaphora resolution of demonstrative pronoun in Natural Language requirements document. And we described 9 heuristic rules for anaphora resolution. For the verification of these rules, we used 10 requirement documents that are generated by about 45 students in term-project to Software Engineering subject. Table I shows each sentence organization of above 10 requirement documents.
We could get Recall and Precision average 92.45%,69.68% respectively. In Fig. 6 , the causes of remarkable low Precision are followings; the fIrst, sentence is made up of compound sentence. In this case, when we divided into simple sentences, we could get a higher Precision. The second, there are so many pronoun in a sentence. In this case, it is almost impossible to analyze by person too. The last, it is beside the point of our research scope.
